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Do you have your customer’s back when it comes to preserving their digital privacy? More importantly, do they believe you do? Recent research indicates most of us don’t have much trust that our online privacy is being maintained or that our data is secure: A survey taken during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic indicated that more than 60% of remote workers polled were moderately or very concerned about the privacy protections available for their online tools.1 Consumers are also anxious: Many are afraid to share health information online with their health care providers. At a time when more of customers’ critical transactions are taking place on the internet, a lack of digital trust can cost business and society.

Like any form of trust, digital trust is based on relationships. It is “our willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of others because we believe they have good intentions and will behave well toward us.”2 How can organizations build digital trust with their stakeholders when company size, relative anonymity, and lack of face-to-face interaction may make it difficult to form the strong relationships so critical to building trust? Furthermore, how should an organization respond if a privacy breach occurs and customers or other stakeholders lose trust?

To learn more about these questions, leaders from Deloitte’s Future of Trust team, Jeff Weirens, Michael Bondar, and Jennifer Lee, sat down with Alex “Sandy” Pentland, director of MIT’s Connection Science lab who also works in close collaboration with the World Economic Forum on big data and personal data initiatives. Sandy has been studying the topic of data and trust for more than three decades. He understands what makes data ownership unique. He and his colleagues at MIT are at the forefront of developing new systems and frameworks to help nations and companies keep data safe and transparent and stakeholder trust intact.

Our discussion with Sandy reveals a significant shift in how organizations view data and their role in managing it to preserve digital trust. The following is a summary of this discussion.3
Digital trust relies on competence as well as intent

**JEFF WEIRENS:** Sandy, what is a common perception or misperception of digital trust?

**SANDY PENTLAND:** People are deeply confused about the difference between trust and reliability. Typically, when people are talking about digital systems, they’re actually talking about reliability or competence. But that’s not human trust. Human trust is understanding what a person’s motivations are, and believing they’ve got your back. You can anticipate what they’ll do. You know why they are acting the way they do.

This is something that is forgotten very often in constructing digital systems. Data is the clearest example. I’m going to deliver this service to you, and then without really making it clear, we’re going to sell your data on the side. That’s a violation of trust. A consequence is that if I don’t understand your business model and what you are offering me and what the value is to you, I can’t trust you. It’s that transparency in value, the relationship, and the motivations that are often left on the floor when people talk about digital systems.

All of these dynamics are forgotten when people make digital systems. And that’s, in many ways, the fundamental error. A breakdown in this understanding is a pretty good approximation for the situations I’ve seen where issues of trust come up.

**Data ownership is not the same as for other goods: It’s not fungible. It expires. It’s mutually created.**

There are different types of organizations that understand this. Consider Estonia: They put in place a blockchain system, a very-difficult-to-corrupt ledger, where you can see your data in all government interactions. I remember being in a restaurant with a high-ranking technology leader in the country, and we talked about medical data. He opened up his laptop in the restaurant and said, “Here is my medical record, and here are all of the people who have ever looked at my medical record. Here is the reason that they accessed it. And there’s the authorization.” And since they put that system in place, they have had zero examples of data fraud.

When the Estonian government did the same for their tax system, the collection of VAT taxes went up 15%. The government liked that. But citizen satisfaction went up far more. It’s a trusted system.
because you can see everything that has happened and who disputed it or who didn’t dispute it. There are no arguments anymore. You can see how the system works. The idea of becoming probably the most trusted government in the European Union in a period of less than a generation is pretty amazing.

In general, banks and telecommunication companies have a fair amount of digital trust, due in part to regulations. Because the regulators are monitoring them, it’s pretty clear how they make money. Beyond that, within communities are financial cooperatives, many of which are B Corps or not-for-profits. These organizations are highly trusted because they interact with people physically and they are not there only to maximize profit. They help finance projects that the community cares about. They act as an interface to the financial system for the community. They have, I think, extraordinary levels of trust.

Instead, an alternative approach similar to credit card systems works better. The way it works in the financial system is, I present my credit card to a merchant. That goes via the credit card company to the bank where I have my money. They validate it or not, and then “yes” or “no” comes back to the merchant. The merchant doesn’t know how much I have in my bank, doesn’t even know which bank it is. The credit card company knows which bank, but they don’t know how much the purchase is, typically, and they don’t know anything else about it, too, because all that other information is kept encrypted.

We could do that with vaccination records where you don’t have these large honeypots of data that can be exploited. If you don’t have a single data lake, if your data’s distributed in the hands of the people who know the data best, because they had to collect it—for example, clinics or your hospital—then you don’t get massive database leaks, because if data is stolen, it’s separate from other data sources.

**Changing digital trust mindsets: Distribute data and avoid honeypots**

**JENNIFER LEE:** Sandy, what about organizations that have gotten it wrong? In your experience, what are some of the digital pitfalls that companies have embedded into their business model that hinder trust?

**SANDY:** It’s been very disappointing what people have done in the pandemic. An example of this is widespread use of data lakes. Once you have a data lake, more data is exposed. We’re likely to see this occurring more regularly. For example, there are likely going to be vaccine passports just like there used to be TB [tuberculosis] passports. People are going to try and make national registries and statewide registries to support these passports, and that’s a major risk from a centralized data perspective.

**JENNIFER:** That’s really helpful. It’s about building frameworks around the organization, not just the data teams, to protect and build trust with our consumers. In your view, once a breach occurs, how does an organization go about rebuilding trust?

**SANDY:** How do you rebuild trust? By accountability. If you can continually track where the data goes and detect things early, that’s transparency, right? And then you follow it up with accountability. But also notice that if the data is distributed, you don’t get the massive failures. You may get lots of smaller failures, but they’re smaller, and they’re attributable.
JEFF: I was just going to ask, on the flip side of the honeypot, some may say, we’ll just build the right cybersecurity, the best cybersecurity. How do you ensure in a distributed model that each of those small pockets has state-of-the-art security around it?

SANDY: Take, for example, the military. They figured out as early as 1500 that putting everything behind a single firewall was a bad idea. We want to have defense-in-depth, so that if you lose the occasional battle—and you will—you don’t lose everything. And, in addition, you get more accountability because with these distributed data pockets, you know who made a mistake. The result is that you will get much better security, because there’s more visibility into what happens. You need to have that reputational feedback to each of the elements of the organization.

You also have to understand that you will lose. Bad guys will come up with newer exploits. People will make mistakes. All sorts of things will happen, but you have to minimize your losses and plug them immediately. The most frustrating thing about a lot of data breaches is detecting the problem six months later when they become a big surprise.

What do distributed data systems mean for tech business models?

MICHAEL: Sandy, as you’ve been on this journey, how have you seen the reaction and response from some of those big data houses today, technology companies, for example? What’s their view around the kind of model you’re proposing? And what risks does that expose them to?

SANDY: It’s a real change of business for most organizations. As an example, we recently helped a large investment management firm that serves retirement accounts whose assets are held by cooperating banks. We helped them manage these accounts without sharing personal data, and, as a consequence, their system is much, much safer. In a similar way, imagine that you as a consumer had data holders that acted as a fiduciary for you. In this case, when a social media platform asks you for your data, they deal with your data co-op rather than dealing with you directly.

A social media platform, investment firm, or an online retailer doesn’t get to see all the data in this model. They just want to know about the critical bits of information that let them execute their value chain. They also have less liability because they don’t own the data, even though they can access insights from the data.
The data partner could be a community-based organization, a “data trust” or “data cooperative.” It doesn’t kill the tech business at all; it’s just a different way of doing business. One of the things it does do, though, is that it breaks a lot of the data monopoly power. If you had lots and lots of data held by lots and lots of hands, and just share insights among them, then businesses can spin up sharing agreements much more quickly than trying to acquire consumer data directly.

**Increasing distributed systems builds digital trust at business and government levels**

**JENNIFER:** Sandy, I want to shift our discussion to preserving or building digital trust over the next one to three years. What technologies will emerge as organizations seek to improve trust with stakeholders?

**SANDY:** Beyond the emergence of data trusts to help people manage their data, the innovation that I think is the most compelling is the emergence of these distributed ledger systems to handle all digital transactions: medical, money, you name it. Singapore is developing a system called UBIN. The intent is to have a uniform, continually auditable system for logistics chains and payments. This impacts, essentially, most of the big banks and telcos in the Indo-Pacific area. China has a parallel system for its Belt and Road Initiative. It’s big and has already been piloted on a scale of 150 million people.

Tax authorities are beginning to notice these ledger systems for trade. You can’t today capture all the cross-border taxes across countries, because they’re handled on a whole variety of proprietary systems. What would happen if all that trade were done on a single encrypted system, but now you could say all cross-border trade of type X pays Y percentage? The tax authorities really like it, because it’s not taxing their own citizens, at least not obviously. There’s something like a trillion dollars a year in lost taxes that could potentially be recovered.

Our research team at MIT helped Switzerland set up the Swiss Trust Chain system with Swiss Post (Switzerland’s national postal system) and Swisscom (the country’s telecom carrier). It supports all digital transactions. The uniformity, continual audit, and ubiquity of these systems make them transformative in terms of cost, security, and, as I said, auditability.

These ledger systems help the government with taxes and control. They help companies with cost, and knowing their logistics chains. And the fact that instead of having a patchwork of separate systems, you have separate permissions on the same system ensuring security, privacy, and completeness. That Singapore and China are deploying these systems in the Indo-Pacific area means we’re anticipating that three years from now, 10–20% of the world’s trade could be on systems like this.

**JEFF:** We covered a lot of waterfront here. Any final thoughts or advice that companies should be thinking about?

**SANDY:** This idea of a company having a satellite of fiduciary organizations (“data trusts”) that manage the data rather than trying to own data directly. This changes the mindset from having the data to having the data insights. We then have local data organizations everywhere. They hold the data for citizens, they have the risk, and they get audited. What that creates is a commercial
relationship where they share insights with companies, we share offers back for their members, and that’s the way we do business.

So, all of a sudden, organizations are insulated from brand risk of data loss or mismanagement, and from the problems of data breaches. The digital trust problem migrates, then, to the local organizations, not the company. And that mindset to not holding data directly but having these local, trusted proxies providing insights is a big shift.

JEFF: Thank you, Sandy. This has been great, and we look forward to continuing to discuss these topics with you in the future.
Endnotes


3. This is an edited and condensed transcript of the discussion on February 5, 2021, among Sandy Pentland, Jeff Weirens, Michael Bondar, and Jennifer Lee.
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